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With the wide applications of face recognition techniques, spoofing detection is playing
an important role in the security systems and has drawn much attention. This research
presents a multi-spectral face anti-spoofing method working with both visible (VIS)
and near-infrared (NIR) spectra imaging, which exploits VIS-NIR image consistency for
spoofing detection. First, we use part-based methods to extract illumination robust local
descriptors, and then the consistency are calculated to perform spoofing detection. In
order to further exploit multispectral correlation in local patches and to be free from
manually chosen regions, we learn a confidence factor map for all the patches, which
is used in final classifier. Experimental results of self-collected datasets, public Msspoof
and PolyU-HSFD datasets show that the proposed approach gains promising results for
both intra-dataset and cross-dataset testing scenarios, and that our method can deal
with different illumination and both photo and screen spoofing.
Keywords: Biometric Security; Face Spoofing Detection; Multispectral Biometric.
AMS Subject Classification: 22E46, 53C35, 57S20

1. Introduction
Face recognition techniques have been widely employed in various biometric authentication applications, such as enterprise attendance recorder, door access controller
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and electronic payment. These devices can benefit our daily life a lot, but spoofing
attack is becoming a big threat to their security. Most of the existing face recognition
systems may be vulnerable to potential spoofing attacks, through which intruders
try to gain access to legal authorities by showing fake faces of authorized clients.
Serious consequences may occur if the unauthorized evil attackers succeed. Face
anti-spoofing is a charming and challenging problem.
Rapid development of the Internet services makes it much easier for the intruders to obtain downloadable contents such as face images and face video clips of
given authorized clients. With the help of high definition electronic devices and 3D
printing technology, fake faces could be easily reproduced, and various attack media
would be used, including human photos, recorded videos or even human face masks.
Hence, face spoofing detection, or face presentation attack detection, is attracting
more and more attention. There have been two competitions on this issue already
and many methods have been proposed.8, 10
However, as we will review the existing spoofing detection methods in detail in
Sect. 2, many existing techniques rely on images captured in the visual spectrum,
which are popular and rather easy to obtain. The existing methods might utilize
re-captured image details, such as image quality,6 reflection information,33 image
banding or moire effects,14, 21 and some might analyze motion clues, e.g., human
physical motions or physiological responses.20 Moreover, many useful clues can be
utilized, such as using 3D structure and fusion methods.21, 29, 30 Although all the
existing visual spectrum spoofing detection techniques are reported achieving satisfying results, we should notice that most existing methods are mainly concerned
about spoofing differences in VIS spectrum, and one major potential shortcoming
of them is that face image texture is quite sensitive to the environment, such as
pose, illumination and expression, and that texture or motion based methods are
vulnerable to HD photos and HD recorded videos.
Therefore, multispectral biometrics may be one of the practical solutions to
these questions, in which we have more complementary information available for
anti-spoofing. Besides VIS spectrum, NIR spectrum has become the most used
spectral band for several advantages: harmless radiation, good-quality images and
low-cost cameras,32 and it has been reported that using of NIR spectrum might
improve performance and robustness of face recognition systems.17, 26 Hence, we
choose to analyze the correlation between NIR and VIS spectral images. Several related methods have been proposed in prior work, and existing methods demonstrate
promising results, however, they have their own drawbacks: for some methods, the
users are required to stay away at an exact distance or specific hardware sensors
are needed;15, 33 some methods are reported being susceptible to nonuniform illumination conditions;31 some need manually set or predefined regions;28 and several
methods merely employ VIS images, or utilize VIS and NIR images individually
and make final judgments by feature contamination or decision fusion.9, 24, 25, 32
Hence, we would like to come up with a relative universal method that can
take advantage of all available complementary information of VIS and NIR images,
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which can be able to reduce the influence of illumination and be free from manually
set regions. It has already been proven that skin color under different spectra has
its own characteristics,18, 27 so genuine face images taken in VIS and NIR spectra
may have relatively unique consistency; at the same time, for elaborately prepared
spoofing faces, even if photos might be warped or cropped, it may be hard to imitate
reflectance properties and consistency between spectra.
Motivated by the analysis above, we propose a spoofing detection scheme using
multispectral imaging pairs by exploiting the consistency between VIS and NIR
image pair, and a correlation confidence map is calculated to make our method free
from manually set regions. In summary, the contributions of this paper are listed
below:
(1) We present a novel face spoofing detection method based on the multispectral
correlation, which employs both VIS and NIR images and part-based techniques
for feature extraction. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that
VIS and NIR imaging correlation is adopted to perform spoofing detection in
this way.
(2) We generate correlation confidence factors for each patch to make our partbased method robust and free from manually chosen specific regions; experiments demonstrate promising results with different illumination conditions in
both intra-dataset and cross-dataset testing scenarios.
The paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Sect. 2. After that,
we describe the proposed method in Sect. 3. The experiment settings and results
are shown in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude this paper by drawing a few remarks in
Sect. 5.
2. Related Work
2.1. Spoofing detection in visual spectrum
As mentioned above, most of the existing spoofing detection techniques are based
on images taken in VIS spectrum, and they may be roughly divided into three main
categories: texture based methods, motion based methods, and methods using other
spoofing clues. For texture based methods, they usually extract re-captured image
details, such as image quality analysis,6 image reflection information,33 banding effect or moir effect14, 21 or other texture features.4 Motion based methods trend to
detect human physiological motions such as eye blinking and minor facial movements,20 human physical responses to certain instructions,3 and others frame level
clues.5 There are also anti-spoofing methods using other clues. For example, recovering and obtaining 3D structure is quite effective against printed-photo attacking,30
while 3D based systems cannot make perfect decisions on mask based attacks.16
Some methods investigate spoofing background information to make final spoofing
judgments.3, 14 Besides, there exist many other types of anti-spoofing methods, such
as fusion methods.21
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2.2. Spoofing detection using different modalities
Multimodal methods often detect reflectance textures of face surface under
multi spectra, and several related methods have been proposed in prior work.
Pavlidis et al. uses lights at two specific wavelengths and a simple threshold,22
distinguishing genuine and fake faces. This may be the first effort for multispectral
spoofing detection, but only illustrations are shown and no experiments are conducted. Some researchers combine 2D facial images with 3D depth images.13, 29 As
for methods using multi-spectrum imaging systems, Sun et al. analyzes correlations
between thermal IR (TIR) and VIS spectra faces to improve liveness detection ability.28 Dhamecha et al. also employs combination of images acquired in TIR and
VIS spectra and proposes a patch based anti-spoofing method.11 Steiner et al. utilizes both short wave infrared (SWIR) and VIS imaging to detect human skins
and performs anti-spoofing detection.27 Liu et al. extracts and analyzes heartbeat
signal through local remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) and conducts efficient
anti-spoofing detection.18
In addition to TIR, SWIR and depth images, NIR images are also popular
in spoofing detection. Kim et al. exploits the reflectance disparity between NIR
and VIS illuminations and utilizes forehead regions to measure reflectance.15 The
method is effective, but the system requires that the distance between the user and
the system to be exactly 30 cm, which limits the usage of this system. Zhang et al.
presents a scanning sensor with 850 nm and 1450 nm wavebands and shows skin
albedo curve curves of three materials under different wavebands,33 which could
perform spoofing detection by distinguishing genuine skins. The method is quite
useful, but relies on specific hardware sensors. Wang et al. describes a multispectral
method using 420 nm and 800 nm wavebands that divides face images into blocks,31
on which gradient feature vectors are created. Face images with different orientations are tested, however, as the author reports, the method may be susceptible
to nonuniform illumination conditions. Yi et al. proposes a multispectral VIS and
NIR camera system,32 which employs Gabor feature and subspace learning for face
recognition and spoofing detection. The heuristic method and color information,
which reject gray-level NIR attack photos by using full color VIS camera, are quite
powerful and effective in practical usage, but if all images are provided as gray-level
ones, the techniques may fail. Thanks to the public multispectral spoofing dataset
Msspoof made by Chingovska et al.,9 which makes comparisons for multispectral
spoofing methods possible. Based on this dataset, Raghavendra et al. takes use of
Laplacian pyramid and STFT descriptors from VIS and NIR face images to conduct
spoofing detection by decision fusion,24, 25 and also examines several anti-spoofing
baseline methods on images from different spectra from 425 nm to 930 nm.
3. Proposed Method
Motivated by the thought that spoofing clues could rely in the complementary
information on VIS and NIR images, we employ correlation analysis to make anti-
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spoofing methods more compatible with different spoofing scenarios. The main
pipeline for proposed spoofing detection is shown in Fig. 1, and the system mainly
contains four components: (1) illumination robust feature extraction (2) VIS-NIR
correlation modeling (3) correlation confidence map learning and (4) final classification. First, to avoid the unbalanced illumination conditions, we preprocess input
images using simple histogram equalization and normalize the face image according to the eyes position, and then, region based features are extracted. Based on
features extracted from VIS and NIR image patches, we calculate the correlation information. To make the system more robust, a correlation confidence map is trained
at the same time. Finally, spoofing detection is performed using the final classifier.
3.1. Illumination robust feature extraction
As mentioned in previous research,4, 6 VIS images are quite sensitive to illumination
conditions, so, finding a correlation directly between VIS and NIR images could be a
tough idea, especially when we need to make our anti-spoofing methods compatible
with different illumination conditions. Thus, we choose part based methods, which
are quite popular with both face recognition and anti-spoofing systems and less vulnerable to light changing.18, 28 In our proposed method, instead of manually dividing
normalized face images into pre-defined regions according to facial organs,23, 28 we
just horizontally and vertically divide face images into l parts equally, obtaining
m = l × l patches for each image. We believe that if every sub-image patch is
smaller, it is more likely for us to find the correlation and less sensitive to illumination. However, smaller patches may lead to many problems, such as more calculation
amount, longer feature dimension, and higher probability for over-fitting. In addition, since our normalized face image is larger than genuine face boundary, the
smaller the patches are, the more likely that some patches would lie outside face
contours, which requires different weights of each patch. To solve these problems,
we will construct a confidence map, and the exact number of image splitting factor l
will be chosen by experiments. Using proposed method without confidence map in-

VIS+NIR images

training
Confidence
Map

Correlation
Analysis
local descriptor

testing

Figure 1. Overview of our proposed method.

Final
Classifier
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troduced later, we have done experiments on the mixture of all images with l values
ranging from 1 to 6 (l = 1 means no part based method is applied), and the reason
for the limitation of split factor l is that the size of face areas are around 200 × 200
pixels in the database we use, and each patch would be too small to extract features
with a larger l. This experiment result is shown in Fig. 3(a). Considering over-fitting
and other issues, we choose l = 5 in our circumstances, and more analyses will be
shown in Sect. 4.
Although we have employed a part-based method, which may reveal relation
of VIS and NIR images, image texture under various illumination and spectra is
still a big threat to the effectiveness of our method. Hence, it might be unwise to
calculate the correlation directly from raw image pixels, and we have to choose
an illumination-invariant descriptor. This exact local descriptor should satisfy the
following requirements:
•
•
•
•

illumination-invariant to cope with various illumination;
representative to describe pixel characteristics in each patch;
robust to deal with potential face or pose shift;
efficient in terms of time consuming.

Inspired by one recent research,24 Local Binary Pattern (LBP) based method
still plays an important role in spoofing detection and achieves relatively good
results.2 It is noted that LBP with (8,1) neighborhood, denoted as LBP (8,1),
satisfies the requirements above. For every image pixel in each patch, LBP (8,1)
descriptor chooses 8 sampling points on a circle of radius 1 clockwise. If sampling
point pixel’s value is greater than the center’s value, forming a bit ’1’; otherwise,
forming ’0’. This gives an 8-digit binary number corresponding to the center pixel.
Finally, by computing the frequency of every number obtained in the image patch,
a histogram could be counted.
Then, the histograms of the ith VIS and NIR patch from kth image pair, denoted
as Vik and Nik respectively, are going to be analyzed in the following subsection.
This simple local descriptor will achieve promising results in our proposed pipeline.
However, only LBP (8,1) feature alone on both VIS and NIR images may not behave
so excellently, and we choose that as one of the baseline methods and the detailed
results are shown in Sect. 4.
3.2. Correlation analysis
By calculating features extracted from
image pair,
 all m patches in kth VIS-NIR

k
,
we obtain two feature vectors V k = V1k , V2k , ..., Vmk and N k = N1k , N2k , ..., Nm
which are believed to encode local pixel intensity and spatiality properties. Now
we are going to extract consistency information on each pair of patches. We notice
that canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a powerful method for correlating two
measurement sets and learning mapping information between them,7 so, we apply
this technique to find out the most correlative factor between obtained feature
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vectors. As discussed earlier, we divide VIS-NIR images into smaller sub-image
patches to reveal potential correspondence between multispectral imaging; thus, we
consider two features (Vi , Ni ) extracted from ith patch pair in our implementation.
We use CCA to learn a pair of project directions ωVi and ωNi to maximize the
T
correlation coefficient ρi between two projected vectors ωVTi Vi and ωN
Ni , where T
i
denotes the transpose, i.e., to maximize:

ρi = corr

T
ωVTi Vi , ωN
Ni
i





E ωVTi Vi NiT ωNi
=q 
,
  T
Tω
N
N
E ωVTi Vi ViT ωVi E ωN
N
i
i
i
i

(3.1)

where the notation E[g] denotes expectation of function g. To simplify this equation, we introduce within-set covariance matrices CV V and CN N , and between-set
covariance matrices CV N and CN V . It should be noted that for both VIS and NIR
features, they are extracted from small image patches. In order to avoid over-fitting,
we add regularization parameter λ to both within-set covariance matrices, leading
to a rewritten formula:

ρi =

ωVTi (CV V

ωVTi CV N ωNi
.
T (C
+ λI)ωVi ωN
V V + λI)ωNi
i

(3.2)

This formula can be solved by regularized CCA (RCCA) algorithm,7 and the
detailed solving process is omitted here. After both optimal projective vectors ωVi
and ωNi are calculated, we could represent the correlation. In our implementation,
the correlation features for each pair of image patches are consisted of three parts:
T
the two projections ωVTi Vi and ωN
Ni , along with the correlation value:
i


T
ωVTi Vi · ωN
Ni
i
,
(3.3)
Ψi =
T N
ωVTi Vi ωN
i
i
which are denoted as ai , bi , ri respectively. Now we have got the feature vectors
fi = {ai , bi , ri } from ith patch of image pairs, which we believe contains correlation
information between multispectral images. Finally, vectors from all patches of kth
image pair are concatenated
single vector as our multispectral correlation
 into a m
feature, denoted as f k = aks , bks , rsk s=1 .
3.3. Correlation confidence map
As discussed earlier, we divide the whole face images into several patches to reveal
VIS-NIR correlation and make our features robust towards lighting conditions, while
using part-based method could do harm to our anti-spoofing systems by introducing
large feature dimension and increasing the risk of over-fitting. It should also be
noticed that some image patches are indeed of little use in our system, especially
those located in non-face areas, such as outside face contour. Features of these
patches would better be removed, however, we do not intend to manually choose
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or determine specific regions. Hence, a correlation confidence map for each patch is
needed and should be generated in training stage.
Inspired by related similar work before,18, 28 we employ leave-one-out validation,
which remove features ofith patch from all the
features, i.e., from all NIR
 training
k n
k n
and VIS features N = N k=1 and V = V k=1 , we could obtain N(−i) =
on
on
n
n
k
k
by removing features of ith patch. Then we
and V(−i) = V(−i)
N(−i)
k=1
k=1
calculate the correlation coefficient ρ(−i) as:
n
on
on 
n
T
k
T
k
ρ(−i) = corr
ωN k N(−i)
, ωV k V(−i)
,
(3.4)
(−i)

where

T
ωN
k
(−i)

and

ωVT k
(−i)

k=1

(−i)

are the projection directions of

k
N(−i)

k=1

k
and V(−i)
respectively.

The formula can be solved using CCA exactly the same way as that in the previous
section. As illustrated in previous work,28 we can
 obtain the confidence factor for
ρ(−i)
ith patch from correlation coefficient by ci = ln 1−ρ
.
(−i)
Finally, we employ SVM with RBF kernel for final classification, and the
confidence factors ci we have calculated are used to adjust the distance met2
ric in RBF kernel as: RBFq (fx , fy ) = e−γDq (fx ,fy ) , where Dq (fx , fy ) =
p
(fx − fy )T Q(fx − fy ). Recall that we have extracted three values from each imm
age patch and feature vectors f = {as , bs , rs }s=1 , so, the element qij located in the

0 if i 6= j
ith row and the jth column of matrix Q is defined as: qij =
, i, j =
ct if i = j
1, 2, ..., 3m, where the subscript of confidence factor ct defines as t = b(i + 2) /3c,
and the function denotation bkc denotes the largest integer less than or equal to k.
4. Experiments
In this section, we first briefly introduce the datasets we would use in the experiments; then we give a description of baseline methods and evaluation protocols;
finally, we demonstrate and analyze the experiment results.
4.1. Datasets
Msspoof Dataset: Multispectral-Spoof dataset is provided by Chingovska,9 and it
contains real access face images and spoofing attack ones for a total of 21 identities.
All the images are recorded in VIS and NIR spectra with different controlled ambient
illumination, and all the images are gray-level ones. The dataset is made up of
several predefined subsets: train, dev and test, containing 9, 6, and 6 non-overlap
subjects respectively; according to the dataset regulation, the enroll subset would
not be used in our experiment since we are going to employ a binary classifier that
distinguishes real accesses from spoofing attacks. The details of this dataset are
shown in Table. 1 and Fig. 2(a).
Self-collected Dataset: Msspoof dataset is a well organized dataset containing
images of different illumination, but only photo spoofing images are provided, and
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2. Illustration of two datasets. Images in the first line are captured in VIS spectrum and
images in the second line are captured NIR spectrum. (a) Msspoof dataset. The first, second, and
third columns demonstrate real access, VIS image spoofing, and NIR image spoofing respectively.
(b) Self-collected dataset. The first, second, and third columns demonstrate real access, photo
spoofing, and screen spoofing respectively.

we collect a supplementary dataset, which contains 30 identities with different lighting conditions and both paper-printed photo attacks and screen-displayed image
attacks. As with Msspoof dataset, we also turn all of our images into gray-level.
For genuine access procedure, people are allowed to change their head poses freely;
for printed photo attack, all the photos are allowed to be warped. If some subjects
wear glasses, we use their photos with glasses as attacking images. The number of
images and illustration are displayed in Table. 2 and Fig. 2(b).
PolyU-HSFD dataset: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University Hyperspectral
Face Databasea is developed by Biometric Research Centre (UGC/CRC) at Hong
Kong Polytechnic University,12 and the hyperspectral face database contains face
images of 25 individuals, 3 directions and 33 hyperspectral bands from 400 nm to
720 nm, over a long period of time. It was intended for face recognition algorithms,
so, only genuine face images are provided. Due to that only front faces are included
in the first two datasets, we adopt front images with spectral range from 400 to 440
nm in PolyU-HSFD as VIS images, and front images from 680 to 720 nm as NIR
images to fit our proposed methods.
In the following experiments on all datasets, for each image captured in VIS
a PolyU-HSFD

Database, http://www.comp.polyu.edu.hk/~biometrics/hsi/hyper_face.htm

Table 1. Details of Msspoof dataset.

Spectrum
NIR
VIS

Access
Genuine
Photo Spoof
Genuine
Photo Spoof

Train
265
638
270
641

Dev
179
433
180
434

Test
179
432
180
432

ALL
623
1503
630
1507
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spectrum, we would randomly choose a NIR image of the same person, forming a
VIS-NIR image pair for proposed method.

Table 2. Details of self-collected dataset.

Spectrum
NIR
VIS

Genuine Faces
1099
1106

Photo Spoofing
1092
1140

Screen Spoofing
796
791

ALL
2987
3037

4.2. Baseline methods and evaluation metrics
According to the prior work,25 in comparison with Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF), Difference of Gaussian (DoG), and Gray
Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) methods, Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) is
reported achieving the best performance for multispectral spoofing detection,5, 19, 25
so we choose this as one of our baseline methods. For every VIS-NIR image pair in
the databsets, we employ BSIF baseline method on both images, and then and rule
is adopted, which has been proved to have the best results in prior work.24 Besides,
to emphases the importance of proposed correlation analysis and confidence map
procedure in Sect. 3.3, we also give results on the proposed method without correlation analysis (denoted as Proposed-CA) and proposed method without confidence
map (denoted as Proposed-CM) in the experiments.
For Msspoof dataset, there is a pre-defined protocol in which the train, dev and
test subsets are divided, and we will show results following this protocol. Similarly,
cross-validation is adopted in our self-collected dataset, with 14, 8 and 8 subjects
in train, development and test subsets respectively.
For PolyU-HSFD dataset, there are no spoofing face images available and the
number of images is rather limited, so, we merely use this dataset for testing. Given
different training sets, only classification accuracy metrics will be illustrated.
Overall, we adopt Equal Error Rate (EER), best classification accuracy (ACC),
and Half Total Error Rate (HTER) to evaluate proposed and baseline methods.
Additionally, according to metric developed in ISO/IEC 30107-3,1 we also report
Average Classification Error Rate (ACER). In our experiment tables, HTER and
ACER are the exact values when the highest classification accuracy is reached.
For the experiments in which cross-validation are employed, the mean value of all
evaluation metrics are reported, and all the metrics keep three significant digits.
4.3. Experiments and analyses
To begin with the experiment, we first verify the chosen value of l as mention
in Sect. 3.1. The DET curve is shown in Fig. 3(a). The closer to the axis origin,
the better results it is. We can see the trend that with l increases, the results are
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Figure 3. Mean DET curves in experiments. (a) shows results with different parameter l, and (b)
demonstrates results in self-collected dataset.

generally getting better, which indicates the effectiveness of our part-based method.
However, if we take a careful look at the curve of l = 6 and that of l = 5, it could
be noted that the former obtains almost the same performance, and at some points
it is even worse than the latter. One reason is that the image size of one single
patch is too small and there are insufficient pixels available to extract the feature,
which deteriorates the final results. Another reason may be that the total feature
is too long with a large l, and our training data may not be enough and potential
under-fitting might occur.
The results of experiments on the self-collected dataset are shown in Table. 3,
and we use cross-validation to demonstrate the results of photo and screen spoofing.
To make the table brief and suitable with width, only some of the evaluation metrics
are displayed. For the first two columns, all the methods are both trained and tested
on images of given spoofing type, for the last column, both images on paper and
screen will be used in training, validating and testing processes. It should be noted
that when dealing with HD images, traditional texture based method such as LPQ
could not achieve desirable results, while proposed method behaves relatively better,
and our proposed one behaves well on both photo and screen spoofing attacks. The
importance of both correlation analysis and confidence factors is also shown in this
table.
Table. 4 demonstrates the results on public Msspoof dataset. Because the best
performance methods achieve promising results with minor disparities, and there
no public available code about state-of-art methods,24 the DET curve on Msspoof
dataset is not given in this paper. We notice that our result surpasses the state-of-art
method,24 and our method even gets good results without the correlation confidence
map. However, it should be noted that even if different illumination configurations
are adopted when constructing Msspoof dataset, this a relatively easy dataset and
many methods are reported gaining quite excellent results. One possible reason
is that only photo spoofing appears in this dataset, and genuine faces have quite
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different reflection properties with printed photos in NIR spectrum, so, it may be
enough to get plenty of powerful distinguishable information even merely using NIR
images, as proven in the prior work.24
Finally, we concentrate on the cross-dataset experiments. As for the results
tested on PolyU-HSFD dataset in Table. 5, we can observe that texture-only method
behaves terribly, such as LPQ19 and proposed method without correlation analysis, which are rather vulnerable to various conditions. Although proposed method
achieve relatively good results, it should be noted that our proposed method does
not gain so promising results as we expected, either. This problem probably results
from the different image quality and capturing spectral band among the existing

Table 3. Results for self-collected dataset (%). For some methods, FAR is NaN, so, HTER remains
blank.

Proposed
LPQ19
Proposed-CA
Proposed-CM

Photo
EER
0.823
4.61
11.4
6.08

Cross-DB

2.32

Method

Spoof
HTER
1.15
4.31
6.78
2.49

Screen Spoof
EER HTER
0.691
1.30
4.34
4.33
10.8
7.41
8.68

EER
0.871
2.66
7.93
1.78

26.8

20.0

23.9

ALL Spoof
HTER ACER
2.17
1.76
2.79
3.15
10.2
9.51
3.41
2.95
20.4

28.9

Table 4. Results for Msspoof dataset (%). The ACC, EER and HTER are not reported in original
state-of-the-art method,24 so, some values remain blank.

Method
Proposed
LPQ19
SOTA24
Proposed-CA
Proposed-CM

ACC
99.8
98.5
87.2
91.6

EER
0.192
1.19
12.1
6.72

HTER
0.100
1.29
12.3
7.86

ACER
0.241
2.23
0.22
19.0
12.6

Cross-DB

93.4

5.25

6.70

9.27

Table 5. Results for PolyU-HSFD dataset (%). Given that only genuine faces available in the
dataset, the evaluation metric is cross-dataset classification accuracy in this table.

Proposed
LPQ19
Proposed-CA
Proposed-CM

self-DB
86.4
31.7
40.8
79.0

Training Datasets
Msspoof-DB both DB
82.3
88.1
25.6
27.1
27.5
37.2
75.3
81.7
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datasets: for example, in PolyU-HSFD dataset we have to use kind of blurry images especially those captured in extreme spectral band. The limited samples in all
datasets may also deteriorate this situation: Msspoof dataset contains fewer images
than what we have collected, and the corresponding results are relatively worse.
According to the last line of Table. 3, proposed method is trained on Msspoof
dataset and tested on the self-collected dataset. We can see results for printed paper
spoofing are satisfying, but those for screen spoofing are terrible, owing to the lack
of screen spoofing samples in training stage. The screen omits light itself, and both
visual and near infrared imaging is quite different from that of printed papers. This
situation reminds us of the weakness in many anti-spoofing methods: the algorithm
may not separate those correctly, of which the attack types have never been shown
in training samples.
At the same time, we also train our model on the self-collected dataset and
test it on Msspoof dataset, and results are shown in the last line of Table. 4. Note
that even trained with additional screen spoofing samples, our proposed method
was not infected by them and achieve promising results on photo spoofing samples,
which demonstrated the effectiveness of our method. It should be admitted that
EER of 5.25% in Table. 4 is indeed a little higher , but it is worth mentioning that
the illumination conditions, image resolutions, and capturing processes for different
datasets are independent of each other, which contributes to more difficulties in
cross-dataset experiments.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a multimodal face spoofing detection approach using VIS and NIR
imaging is proposed, which employs part-based methods and VIS-NIR correlation
analysis. To make our method effective and free from manually determined specific
regions, a correlation confidence map is also generated. By exploiting complementary information on VIS and NIR images, our proposed method is proved to handle
spoofing attacks with different illumination; and experiments with intra-dataset and
cross-dataset testing protocols on PolyU-HSFD, Msspoof and self-collected datasets
have demonstrated the effectiveness and universality of proposed approach. To further inspect this method in the future, we should examine the proposed methods on
more datasets with different spoofing media (e.g., face masks) and more sophisticated illumination conditions, and multispectral techniques using more than visual
and near-infrared spectral bands should also be explored.
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